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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
The New Travelpro® Crew™ 11 Hardside Collection
Ensures First Class Performance
--Lighter and More Durable than Ever, This Premium Collection is Packed with Innovations -Boca Raton, FL – November, 21, 2016 – Travelpro®, an industry leader in premium travel
products, is proud to introduce the Crew™ 11 Hardside Collection. Built to go the distance, this
stunning collection of Spinner and Rollaboard® luggage is packed with innovations such as
patented MagnaTrac™ self-aligning Spinner wheels, patented PowerScope extension handle,
patented Contour Grip and an ultra-strong, lightweight hard shell for packing flexibility. An
integrated USB Port on Carry-on models helps you power up phones or tablets while on the move.
Designed for today’s frequent travelers who value durability and design excellence, Crew 11 is
backed by a Limited Lifetime Warranty from Travelpro. For those always rushing to the airport,
seaport or train station, this versatile 4-piece set of Spinner and Rollaboard® luggage makes
travel more pleasurable.
“As the originator of Rollaboard luggage, Travelpro has stood out from the crowd in the travel
industry for years,” said Ron Wood, Executive Vice President of Sales for the Travelpro family of
brands. “The new Crew 11 Hardside series, which is not only exceptionally durable but supremely
stylish, represents the next step in the evolution of our luggage.”
Travelpro’s patented MagnaTrac is a revolution in Spinner technology. Self-aligning magnetic
Spinner wheels roll straight in any direction you want to move, making it easier than ever to
maneuver through ticket lines and crowded airports.
Other notable features on the Crew 11 Hardside Collection’s carry-on models include an
integrated USB port for power on the move. This external USB port allows you to connect any
USB device to a Power Bank (battery) stored in a dedicated interior zippered pocket. Plus, an
integrated cup holder provides convenient beverage storage, allowing for hands-free travel.
The next-generation Contour Grip, with cushioned touch points, fits perfectly in your hand to
offer even more comfort and greater control of Spinner luggage, while the exceptionally strong
PowerScope handle minimizes wobble. Stops at 38”, 40” and extra-tall 42.5” ensure a comfortable
roll for users of different heights. Made of airline-grade aluminum tubes, it’s strong and stable
enough to support a tote or case.
A built-in lock allows TSA authorities to lock and unlock your Crew 11 Hardside luggage safely and
securely. The integrated lock fastens using SUPRA™ Zipper Heads, which are engineered to
resist damage from daily use and abuse. Rich leather, low profile top and side handles, as well as
a bottom handle cup, provide comfortable and convenient handholds.
This collection features a lightweight, durable hard shell for maximized packing flexibility, which
allows you to pack more contents before reaching possible weight restrictions. The ultra-strong

hard shell, made of 100% polycarbonate material, has a brushed finish that helps reduce the
visibility of scratching.
Durability over the long haul is ensured by crash-guard wheel housings, side feet and molded
corner guards on high wear points. High performance sealed ball-bearing wheels, built for highmileage travel, are tested to ensure the smoothest of rolls.
A built-in zippered wet-pocket is perfect for storing toiletries or wet clothing, while multiple
accessory pockets provide handy storage for cables, socks, belts and more. Interior divider panels
offer packing options for organizing, separating and securing contents.
Available in distinctive navy and silver, this collection consists of the following pieces: 22” Hardside
Rollaboard and 21”, 25” and 29” Hardside Spinners. The Crew 11 collection gives you
extraordinary performance and top of the line durability. For additional information on Crew 11 or
any of Travelpro’s other expansive lines of luggage, please contact mario@gohrmc.com or call
305-573-0882.
About Travelpro
For over 25 years, Travelpro® has prided itself on design innovation and durability in crafting the
highest quality luggage for travelers worldwide. Since transforming the ease of modern day travel
with the Original Rollaboard® wheeled luggage, Travelpro has been the brand of choice for flight
crews and frequent travelers on every continent. The company is dedicated to building a lifelong
relationship with our customers by consistently meeting and exceeding their expectations.
Among many honors received, in 2015 The Wirecutter, a cutting-edge source known for promoting
the ‘best gadgets and gear for people in the know,’ tested 31 bags over the last three years and
determined that the Travelpro Platinum® Magna™ 2 22” Expandable Rollaboard® Suiter is the
best carry-on bag on the market. The Travelpro Crew™ 10 22” Expandable Rollaboard® Suiter
received the 2nd place award.
Please visit Travelpro at www.travelpro.com for a full list of the latest products and retail locations.
Follow us on Facebook at https://www.facebook.com/travelproproducts; Twitter at
https://twitter.com/travelprointl; our blogs at http://travelproluggageblog.com/; Pinterest at
https://www.pinterest.com/travelprointl/; and Instagram at https://www.instagram.com/travelprointl/
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